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Abstract

Many virtual try-on systems involve transferring and fitting garments to bodies of
various shapes and postures, with grade preservation. To achieve this goal, garments
must be treated as elastic models and their deformation is controlled by the laws of
dynamics. Moreover, a collision-free state must be maintained during the simulation, as
well as in the final draping state. We present a complete pipeline that concentrates on
solving two problems: (1) deforming the target body towards the reference body, and (2)
simulating the garment with robust handling of not only impending but also pre-existing
collisions. Our solution to the first problem is a skeleton-driven framework, which
consists of a collection of techniques, including skeleton embedding, skeleton posture
alignment and skeleton-driven mesh deformation. For skeleton posture alignment, we
decouple the orientation of each joint into two components: swing and twist, and align
them separately. Treating garment models as rigid, the deformed target ‘fits’ into the
garments with as few penetrations as possible. When solving the second problem,
the body/garment penetrations are untangled along with cloth simulation, so that a
collision-free state can be achieved. After that, the deformed target body restores its
original shape gradually, while the garments are physically simulated to maintain a
collision-free state, until a final draping state is reached on the fully restored target
body. Examples show that the proposed framework is effective for garment transfer and
fitness evaluation, and can be potentially used in applications like online shopping or
customization.

Keywords: Garment transfer, garment fitting, physically based modeling, cloth
simulation, skeleton-driven deformation, collision detection

1. Introduction

The mass-production of clothing is still the current status of fashion industry. Manu-
factures take limited advantages of consumers’ body shapes and produce garments based
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Figure 1: Transferring a suit of garments from one body to another with different shapes and postures.

on pre-defined pattern sizes (e.g., S, M, L, XL and XXL). In recent years, the Internet
has emerged as a compelling channel for garments sale, and has initiated the concept of5

virtual-try-on. A convenient manner for evaluating the fitness of the fixed-sized clothes
on a variety of individual bodies will boost the online sales of garments. On the other
hand, this kind of evaluation is also desired even in the customization business. For any
garment design, every client contributes his/her body dimensions and garment grading
data to the manufactory’s database. Grading for a new client usually starts with seeking10

the most similar body in the database and then using the corresponding grading as
reference for further modifications. In addition to variations in body dimensions, posture
is also an important factor when evaluating fitness and comfortableness of a garment
(e.g., the fitness of a man’s suit for a driving posture). Therefore computer software that
evaluates the fitness of a certain grading on various body shapes and postures could help15

adjust and improve the grading. Yet to our best knowledge, very few work (except [1])
addresses this problem exactly.

We consider the problem of transferring and fitting garment models from a reference
human body (r-body for short) onto a target body (t-body for short) (see Fig. 1). The
garments are initially collision-free with themselves and with the r-body. In designing20

the transferring pipeline, the following issues are considered.

• Pose and shape variation. The r-body could be the average shape of certain
population, on which the garment model is finished through a series of placement
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and sewing operations on 2D patches. The t-body may differ greatly from r-body25

in proportionality and posture.

• Grade preservation. It is also important that the grade size of the garment does
not change during the fitting process. In other words, the patches that make up a
3D garment neither enlarge nor reduce significantly in their 2D material space.
Therefore only dynamics or quasi-static solvers depict the elastic deformation un-30

dergone by the garments are considered. In addition, there should be a mechanism
to evaluate the fitness quantitatively.

• Collision handling. The large posture difference between two bodies leads to
significant garment shape variation after transfer. During this process, collisions of
body/garment or garment/garment are usually unavoidable. Most cloth simulators35

rely on continuous collision detection (CCD), which requires a collision-free
state to start with, and handles impeding collision events thereafter. For garment
transferring, penetrations might exist before a simulator gets initialized. A robust
collision resolver that handles not only impeding but also pre-existing collisions
is necessary.40

Fitting garment through transferring has been done in several existing works [2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1, 8]. As most of them (except [1]) do not aim at grade preservation, it
is interesting to know whether they can be easily modified to achieve this goal. We
observed that all above works (including [1]) follow the same paradigm that the reference
body, together with its outfit, is made to deform towards the t-body. To synchronize the45

deformation between the body and the garment, a skinning-like technique is used to
bind the garment mesh to the body. As skinning is intrinsically blind to collisions, it
is relatively safe only if the reference and the target are posed similarly and garments
are tight-fitting. As our transferring is neither limited to between two similar poses
nor restricted to tight-fitting garments, the skinning is to be avoided (see its drawbacks50

demonstrated by examples in § 7 for details). Instead, we propose a new two-stage
pipeline that is different from all above:

1. Garment models are firstly treated as rigid, and the t-body is deformed towards
the r-body so that it ‘fits’ into the garments with as few collisions as possible.

2. The deformed t-body restores its shape gradually, while the garments are physi-55

cally simulated to maintain a collision-free state, until the garment reaches a final
draping state on the fully restored t-body.

Compared to existing works, the main contributions of this paper include:

• It is the first work that guarantees grade preservation garment transfer;

• A skeleton-driven approach has been proposed for body deformation, so that60

garment simulation can be properly initialized on the deformed target body.
Skeletons are embedded into body meshes, and bone orientations and bone
lengths are adjusted so that two skeletons coincide. The orientation of each joint
is represented with two components: swing and twist, and they are computed
separately and combined later on. This skeleton-driven approach has an extra65

benefit of supporting character animation.
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Table 1: Comparison of similar works.
reference body reposing shape corre-

spondence
garment
skinning

collision handling preserve
grade?

[6]Brouet et
al. 2012

[8]Bartle et
al. 2016

assumes similar
poses; body
pre-rigged

predefined
dense corre-
spondence

skinned to
bone and

body

assumes no
self-collisions and
handles body/cloth

only

no

[1]Lee et al.
2013

body segmentation
(Reeb graph based)

and re-assembly

dense corre-
spondence

skinned to
body mesh

handles body/cloth
collisions according

to [9]

not
guaranteed

[5]Li et al.
2011

volumetric
deformation

dense corre-
spondence

volumetric
parameter-

ized

missing no

[4]Li et al.
2010

skeleton-driven
volumetric

deformation (not
automatic)

not needed volumetric
parameter-

ized

missing no

[7]Meng et
al. 2012

assumes similar
poses

predefined
dense corre-
spondence

skinned to
body mesh

missing no

[3]Wang et
al. 2007

assumes similar
poses

dense corre-
spondence

volumetric
deformation

missing no

[2]Wang et
al. 2005

assumes similar
poses

dense corre-
spondence

skinned to
body mesh

missing no

Ours skeleton-driven
(Reeb graph based

semi-automatic
embedding)

not needed not needed cloth/cloth and
body/cloth are both
handled, with the
method of [10]

yes

2. Related Work

2.1. Garment customization, fitting and transfer

There exist some research works on garment customization. Brouet et. al [6] tries to
preserve design while transferring garments, and they focused on the deformation and70

resizing of the garment model according to the size of the target body while maintaining
the style of the garment. This process is carried on in 3D space, along with the human
model, and the generated 3D models are finalized into flat 2D panels for production.
The follow-up work [8] moves the frontier further forward: designers directly edit or
assemble a garment model in 3D space, and 2D patterns that replicate that envisioned75

target geometry when lifted into 3D via physical draping simulation are automatically
created. Meng et. al [7] suggested a method to control the shape of cloth during the
automatic resizing. It requires a perfect one-to-one correspondence between two human
models.

Other garment customization work emphasizes on the design personalization. A80

design automation solution for customized apparel products [2] was proposed, followed
by an interactive 3D garment design system using a set of feature points and contour
curves [11]. There also exist interactive garment modeling systems such as [12] that
allow for instant 3D feedback in response to changes in 2D garment patterns by using
a real-time physics-based simulation. This process relies on the user’s ability to adapt85

patterns to a new character.
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Some works claimed to be in the category of garment customization in fact serve
various purposes. Particularly, [3, 5, 13, 14] aimed at the reuse of virtual garment
models, and they require the human models to be in similar poses (T-pose, for example).
For arbitrary poses, Li et. al [4] proposed a method which uses skeletons for both the90

garment and the human models, and transforms one skeleton to match the other. This
method is not fully automatic because it requires some manual manipulations while
constructing garment skeletons. Different from above systems, the work done by Lee et.
al [1] transfers a garment model from a reference model to a target model, aiming at size
preservation. Yet this goal is not guaranteed to be achieved [14]. With simulated data of95

garments on many subjects in many poses, DRAPE [13] and ClothCap [14] learn an
approximate model of garments that can be automatically applied to new body shapes
and motions.

Human shape correspondence. Automatic transferring of garments often rely on
the correspondence between two human models. Once garments and the source body100

are parameterized together and their deformation is synchronized, shape correspondence
makes transferring easy and straightforward. For a good survey, please refer to [15]. If
two models are in similar poses, rigid registration method like iterative closest point
(ICP) [16, 17] is a good choice. If not, the non-rigid ICP [18] or other variants should
be used. Defining the parametrization space [19, 20], one of the well-known strategies105

to determine the correspondences between 3D models with general shapes, can also
be used towards human models. There also exist methods specially for mapping two
human models. Allen et. al [21] proposed a method for models with the same pose.
They determined the affine transformation that minimizes an error metric. Li et. al
[22] used multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) to perform correspondence matching that110

is invariant to bending. However, significant time is required to calculate the MDS
maps of samples, and the method is not feasible when the model is extremely bent. The
SCAPE model proposed by Anguelov et. al [23] builds human shapes and poses based
on a probabilistic correspondence model and non-rigid ICP. Dey et. al [24] presented
an approach to deform a quality human body template mesh from its original pose to115

a different pose specified by a point cloud. These methods, by no exception, are too
time-consuming for the purpose of body mapping in virtual try-on applications.

2.2. Cloth simulation
Physics solver. Cloth simulation can be performed via either a dynamics solver

or a quasi-static solver. Classical dynamics solvers [25, 26] formulate the change of120

momentum of a system as a function of applied forces, and evolve positions through
numerical integration of accelerations and velocities. In recent years position-based
simulation method [27] has become popular in the graphics community. In contrast to
classical simulation approaches, these methods compute the position changes in each
simulation step directly, based on the solution of a quasi-static problem. Therefore,125

position-based approaches are fast, stable and controllable which make them well-
suited for use in interactive environments. However, these methods are generally not as
accurate as force-based methods. Projective dynamics solvers [28, 29] provide a good
balance between accuracy and efficiency. As our framework is intended to be used in
garment customization, where high accuracy is demanded, we then prefer a dynamics130

solver.
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Penetration resolution. The majority of proposed collision handling approaches
are history based and are not capable of handling pre-existing penetrations in garment
fitting. They exploit CCD to predict impending collisions, then attempt to prevent
them by altering particles’ velocities. However pre-existing penetrations often arise135

in applications like virtual try-on systems and data-driven garment synthesis [30, 13].
In this case there is no a prior collision-free status for reference, so they can only be
tackled by history-free methods. Baraff et al. [31] were probably the first to address
the necessity of history-free collision correction in a complex simulation environment.
They put forward a partial solution that was only able to resolve one type of intersection140

– the contour being a closed curve. Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann [9] proposed an
intersection contour minimization (ICM) method, intending to rely on neither history
nor orientation, to handle any type of contours. Yet they overlooked a fact that without
history and orientation, separating two penetrating surfaces is an ambiguous and ill-
defined problem [32]. Not surprisingly, the ICM method often exhibits unpredictable145

convergence behavior, even for cases where surface orientation is available, as pointed
out by Ye and Zhao [33]. The air mesh method [34] is a history-based untangling
model, which memorizes the initial collision-free state at the pre-processing. When
a penetration happens the configuration is pulled back accordingly. Yet this method
does not resolve pre-existing collisions. In data-driven garment synthesis, separating150

inter-penetrations is one of the key issues to be considered. There exist some works
that rely on surface orientation for separating inter-penetrations. Wang et al. [30]
mentioned an idea quite similar to ours, i.e., the use of triangle normal to determine
if a vertex is in penetrating status. Yet formulation details were not given. Guan et al.
[13] presented a much detailed algorithm on how to move penetrating cloth vertices out155

of the human body. For each penetrating cloth vertex a closest body vertex is found,
and the cloth vertex is then moved along the normal of that body vertex. Correcting
only penetrating vertices but not edges, this method is not robust and often relies on a
relaxation factor to work. Recently, Ye et al. [10] presented a unified framework for
untangling interpenetration, by considering both orientation and history if any of them160

is available. This work is proven to be effective for virtual fitting applications as well as
the garment synthesis, so we integrated it into our pipeline.

2.3. Virtual Try-on
The concept of virtual try-on has attracted great enthusiasm from the market in

recent years. Most existing systems treat virtual clothing as static texture patches and165

use image-based rendering techniques to virtually drive the cloth. Many methods rely on
a large variety of pre-captured poses to find a best match and perform local refinement
[35, 36]. While these methods ignore the interaction between users and the clothes,
some pioneered this area by combining real-world data with physically based cloth
simulation. There are two main strategies to animate virtual clothing in a virtual try-on170

system. A straightforward and robust way is to create a static avatar that has the same
body shape as the user, and then simulate the virtual clothing on it. The body size
can either be specified by the user input parameters, or using 3D scanners. In this
case, one possible problem to solve is to pre-position patterns on arbitrary avatars [37].
While these techniques can accurately model virtual clothing on a static body shape,175

they cannot easily handle body motions. The other way tries to obtain shapes of body
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Figure 2: The pipeline for fitting garments from a reference body to another body of different shape and pose.
See § 3 for more details.

in motion from depth data at runtime. Ye et. al [38] demonstrated a system that can
effectively capture the pose and shape of a user, and provide realistic cloth simulation.
Our system shares similarity with the first type in that the body shape is given. Although
our emphasis is not on human-computer interaction, the Kinect sensor can be integrated180

as a possible source of motion data.

3. The Pipeline

The input to our problem is two character models, r-body and t-body, with the
garment being initially worn on the r-body (not necessarily in T-pose). The garment is
collision-free against the body as well as with itself. The mesh is simulation-ready, i.e.,185

each vertex has not only a 3D world space coordinate xi, but also a 2D material space
coordinate (ui,vi), according to [25]. The material coordinate quantifies the rest state of
the cloth and does not change during the simulation. The t-body mesh could be from
various resources (i.e., reconstructed from a 3D scanner) in applications, so we do not
assume any correspondent relation between it and the r-body.190

A number of existing works adopt the transferring paradigm, including [2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 1, 8]. These pipelines more or less involve four major components, including
body reposing, shape correspondence, garment skinning and collision handling, as
listed in Table 1. The pose difference between r-body and t-body is the first issue to
solve. Simply assuming two similar poses, as did in [2, 3, 7, 6], does not work for our195

application. Deforming one shape into another can be formulated as a mesh morphing
or a non-rigid 3D registration problem, the core to which is the shape correspondence
setup. In a perfect morphing, t-body can be deformed into exactly the same shape as
r-body. If so, the garment, retaining its original shape, does not intersect the body,
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then a cloth simulator can start with this collision-free state. However most non-rigid200

registration approaches do not guarantee an exact shape match, thus the penetration-free
state can hardly be achieved. We then relax this requirement a little bit: the t-body is
deformed into a new shape (tr-body) which resembles the r-body as much as possible, so
that all garment/tr-body interpenetrations can be easily resolved. In this case, we need a
collision resolver that is good at resolving pre-existing penetrations. Although non-rigid205

registration approaches are competitive candidates, we prefer a skeleton-driven approach.
The latter is more flexible in adjusting not only human poses but also dimensions of
individual body segment (e.g., torso or limbs). Moreover, it has better support for
motion data in creating animations. As shown in Fig. 2, our fitting pipeline consists of
the following stages:210

Skeleton embedding and skin attachment. As the first step, two skeletons, of
exactly the same structure, are embedded into t-body and r-body, respectively. They
will be called r-skel and t-skel hereafter. Once the embedding is successful, computing
the skin attachment – finding how much each bone transform affects each vertex – is
largely a solved problem [39].215

Skeleton alignment and body deformation. Deforming t-body towards the r-body
is realized by aligning t-skel to r-skel, leading to a new status called tr-skel. This
requires to compute a proper rotation for each joint and a scale factor for the length of
each bone. The rotation is decomposed into a swing component and a twist component,
and they are computed independently. With a small modification to the linear blending220

skinning (LBS), t-body can be deformed accordingly into a new shape tr-body. As
tr-body is close enough in shape to r-body, it is collision-friendly with the garment (i.e.,
the penetration between tr-body and the garment is expected to be resolved easily).

Cloth simulation on static tr-body.
Once the tr-body is fit into the garment, the garment is treated as elastic and is225

physically simulated, with all existing body/garment penetrations being resolved. During
simulation, only elastic deformation is allowed, to ensure invariance of the grading. A
collision-free state is maintained until the final draping status is reached on tr-body.
Simulation can be performed via either a dynamics solver or a quasi-static solver. As
high accuracy is demanded in our framework, a dynamics solver is preferred.230

Cloth simulation on restoring tr-body.
Once the garment reaches a collision-free draping state, the deformed target body

restores back to its original shape. This is much like undoing all the applied joint
rotations and bone length scalings. The tr-skel re-scales and reposes itself to t-skel,
bringing the skin mesh back to its original shape. The restoration produces a series of235

intermediate shapes, forming a smooth transition from tr-body to t-body. The garments
are maintained to be collision-free with each intermediate shape while being simulated.

4. Skeleton-driven Deformation

In this section we describe the skeleton rigging technique, and our extension to the
LBS algorithm for body deformation. In our system each bone undergoes not only240

orientation changes but also length/thickness changes, so that each body segment can be
adjusted individually. An extra benefit is that captured motion data could be imported to
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give a soul to a lifeless character, driving the character to move in real-time. This makes
the fitness evaluation to be done not only on motionless postures but also along with
motions.245

4.1. Skeleton Embedding and Skin Attachment
The skeleton embedding technique is used to re-position a given skeleton to fit inside

the character. We intended to use a black-box solution for automatic rigging, yet it is far
from a solved problem. One state-of-the-art technique, called Pinocchino [39], works
well for most left-right symmetric body postures. For asymmetric postures, automatic250

rigging is problematic and user intervention is indispensable. Even commercial systems
like Mixamo [40] have various problems. We decided to develop our own skeleton
embedding system.

We followed [41] and implemented a system similar to [42] based on Morse theory
and Reeb graph [43]. Using the Morse function defined as geodesic distance of two255

points on surface, five extreme feature points of a human model are first extracted
automatically. The body is then segmented, and all joints are computed by analyzing the
circularity function of geodesic isolines of the model. Yet we noticed that sometimes
multiple points-of-interest are obtained in the vicinity of a joint, and this issue was not
addressed in [42]. We solve this problem by K-means clustering algorithm of [44] to get260

one single point at each joint. For a given skeleton structure, through the above steps our
system is able to find all joint points automatically. These automatically computed joints
may need fine-tuning, especially for bodies of non-canonical poses. Therefore the joint
position will be further adjusted with user interaction if joint rotations lead to unnatural
mesh distortion. This can be justified by a fact that even using commercial software265

tools (e.g., Maya) to do rigging, artists also need to go back and forth to manually
adjust skeletons and skin weights. Fig. 3 shows the results given by Pinocchino and our
method (please note the feature points are inside the body, not on the mesh surface).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: (a) Skeleton embedding for an asymmetric body fails with Pinocchino, after 49 seconds of struggling;
(b) our method first extracts a set of five extreme features (blue), then expands it with 18 features as joint
points (red), using 6 seconds; (c) the skeleton formed by connecting these automatically extracted points; (d)
the skeleton after user adjustments.
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The body and the embedded skeleton are disconnected until skin attachment specifies
how to apply deformations of the skeleton to the body mesh. We choose the widely
used LBS algorithm to apply skeleton orientations to transform body mesh vertices. If
x j is the position of vertex j in global coordinate frame (global frame for short), Mi is
the transformation of the ith bone, and wi, j is the weight of the ith bone for vertex j, the
standard LBS computes the position of the transformed vertex j as

x′j = ∑
i

wi, jMix j. (1)

The attachment problem is finding bone weights wi, j for the vertices. We use the
algorithm given in [39] to compute wi, j automatically.270

4.2. Bone Orientation Alignment from Swings
A 3D rotation can be decomposed into several rotational components in various

ways (e.g., the Euler angle representation). For a human skeleton we decouple the joint
rotation R into swing and twist components: R = ST, where swing S is the rotation
of the bone with respect to the normal of the plane define by this bone and its parent275

bone, and twist T is the rotation with respect to this bone axis. The two components
are aligned separately, with different techniques. How to obtain the swing from two
skeleton postures is introduced here, while how to obtain the twist is described in the
next subsection.

Algorithm 1 Reposing t-skel to r-skel with swings

1: Add root bone Bd
0 to a queue, and initialize Rg

p(0) = I;
2: while queue is not empty do
3: Pop up a bone from the queue, denoting it as Bd

i ;
4: Under global frame, calculate the unit vector vi for Bd

i , pointing from the starting
joint to the end joint;

5: Similarly, calculate vr
i for Br

i in the r-skel;
6: For each pair of bones find the rotation axis vr

i × vi and the rotation angle
θ = arccos(vr

i ·vi), and form the swing matrix Si w.r.t. the global frame;
7: Represent Si w.r.t. to local frame according to Eq. 2: Sl

i = (Rg
p(i))

−1SiRg
p(i).

8: Update the local and global orientations: Rl
i = Sl

iR
l,init
i , and Rg

i = Rg
p(i)R

l
i ;

9: Add all children of Bd
i to the queue;

10: end while

In linear algebra, a matrix similarity transformation B = P−1AP represents the
operator A as B under a different basis, with P being the change of basis matrix. In the
context of skeletal motion, if A is the rotation of a bone A w.r.t the global frame, and P
is the orientation of the parent bone of A, then B is the same rotation represented w.r.t
A’s parent. Similarly, the inverse conversion

A = PBP−1 (2)

transforms a representation from a local frame to the global frame.280
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For the t-skel, we want to adjust the orientations of its bones to match the pose
of r-skel. We initialize each bone with a local frame Rl,init

i . Although Rl,init
i can be

arbitrarily chosen, letting them to be aligned with the global frame (i.e., set Rl,init
i = I)

will greatly facilitate the follow-up computations. Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for
the swing components adjustment. For symbol Rg

p(i), the superscript g denotes the total285

rotation of a bone (combined with all ancestor’s rotations), w.r.t. global frame, and the
subscript p(i) denotes the parent of bone Bi.

4.3. Twist Compensation

Please note that the skeleton embedding is formulated as an optimization problem
in [39]: “compute the joint positions such that the resulting skeleton fits inside the290

character as nicely as possible and looks like the given skeleton as much as possible”.
Therefore a DOF-deficient skeleton was used, i.e., the DOFs of each joint/bone is not six,
as there is no orientation information involved. This position-only data is insufficient to
represent the twist of a bone, thus can not describe the posture precisely. In other words,
the matrix Mi in Eq. 1 can not be properly initialized for the starting pose. This also295

causes problems in motion retargeting, even with the help of heuristic.

Algorithm 2 Reposing with twist compensation
1: · · ·// Step 1 to 6 are the same as Algo.1;
2: · · ·
3: · · ·
4: · · ·
5: · · ·
6: · · ·
7: Compute the twist Tmo

i from a mo-cap system SDK, and combine it with the
swing: Qi = SiTmo

i . Represent Qi w.r.t. to local frame according to Eq. 2: Ql
i =

(Rg
p(i))

−1QiRg
p(i).

8: Update the local and global orientations: Rl
i = Ql

iR
l,init
i , and Rg

i = Rg
p(i)R

l
i ;

9: · · ·

To derive twist data for a DOF-deficient skeleton, we have to resort to external
resources. The extra orientation information is obtained from captured motion data
or pose data. Under a motion capture system, a performer strikes the first pose as
same as the r-skel, and then the second pose as same as t-skel. The orientation of each300

bone is recorded. For each corresponding bone pair (e.g., two left upper arms), the
relative rotation Rmo

i from t-skel to r-skel, w.r.t. the local frame, is computed. It is
then converted into a representation in the global frame using Eq. 2, followed by the
swing-twist decomposition which leads to two rotations Smo

i and Tmo
i . The swing Smo

i is
dropped off, and Tmo

i is combined with Si of Algo. 1 to form a new rotation Qi = SiTmo
i305

(Line 7 of Algo.2). Then the similarity transformation is now applied to Qi instead of
Si. In Line 8, Sl

i will also be replaced by Ql
i for computing Rl

i . Fig. 4 illustrates this
process and the alignment result. Please note that in the implementation the quaternion
representation for Ql

i is stored for future posture restoration (the last stage in the pipeline
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of Fig. 2). In restoring the pose, a number of intermediate postures are sampled via310

spherical linear interpolation (SLERP).

(a) r-body (b) t-body (c) (d)

(e) aligning w/o twist (f) aligning with twist (g) w/o twist (h) with twist

Figure 4: A performer mimics the postures of the r-body in (c) and the t-body in (d) while being captured.
With twist compensation, the orientation of palms is more natural. Two final dressed characters do not show
much difference. The jacket model has 8,940 vertices and the pants model has 8,839 vertices.

We have to admit that a motion capture system is not always easily accessible. Yet
if the twist compensation is absent, the fitting pipeline still works for motionless poses,
as long as one does not mind the non-natural looking tr-body and intermediate poses.
For retargeting captured motion data to the body, the twist compensation can be easily315

obtained and should not be missed (this will be discussed in § 7).

4.4. Bone Length/thickness Scaling

We have aligned the orientation of each pair of bones, however, the length differences
prevent a perfect match of two skeletons. In this subsection we propose a novel
modification to the LBS technique that length of each bone is scaled individually. It320

is even possible to alter the “thickness” of a bone. As a result, the skinned mesh can
be deformed with more flexibility, easily towards the reference model. This process is
much like parameterizing body shapes by bone lengths.
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In LBS (Eq. 1), the matrix Mi is defined recursively as

Mi = Mparent(i)

(
I Ji
0 1

)(
Ri 0
0 1

)(
I −Ji
0 1

)
(3)

where Ri is initialized to be Sl
i as defined in Algorithm 1 when there is no twist

compensation; otherwise it is Sl
i as defined in Algorithm 2. When driven by motion325

captured data, this initialization is combined with an incoming rotation to form a new
Ri. Vector Ji is the position of the ith joint in the global frame. Let us denote the
positions of the upper and the lower joints, of a bone, to be Ji and Jk, respectively, where
i = parent(k). The bone length is |Ji−Jk|. During a regular animation playback only
Ri changes but the bone length does not.330

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Transferring garments to a kid. (a) is the input, and in (b) the shorts drop while the kid restoring her
shape.

Scaling the bone length can be done by moving Jk along the line defined by Ji−Jk,
with the same translation being applied to all descendant joints of Jk. To drive the
deformation of the skin with the new skeleton, let us denote J′i the new joint position
after bone scaling. For the ith bone, we introduce a scaling factor as ci = |J′i−J′k|/|Ji−
Jk|. This factor can be interpreted as the thickness of a bone, as it scales the thickness
of the body part influenced by this bone according to the bone length variation. We
construct a matrix Ti corresponding to the ith bone as

Ti =

(
I J′i
0 1

)(
Ci 0
0 1

)(
I −Ji
0 1

)
(4)

where Ci = diag{ci,ci,ci}. Replacing Ji with J′i in Eq. 3, the recursively defined matrix
Mi changes to Mi:

Mi = Mparent(i)

(
I J′i
0 1

)(
Ri 0
0 1

)(
I −J′i
0 1

)
(5)
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The position of the transformed vertex j is computed as

x′j = ∑
i

wi, jMiTix j. (6)

Fig. 5 shows a suit of adult garments being fit to a kid. The kid is first scaled up into a
giant baby in order to match the garments. The shorts drop while the kid restoring her
shape.

Without changing bone lengths, it is still possible to change the thickness factor
ci alone, creating the effects of body slenderizing. Setting ci < 1, the skinned body335

mesh becomes slim while the height are kept unchanged. Body slenderizing will be
used when transferring clothing to super fat bodies. A limit of ci = 0.9 is set so that the
contraction does not exceed 10%. If the body has been slenderized, de-slenderizing is
the first thing happening in the restoration process.

5. Collision Handling340

After the tr-body is deformed and “fitted” into the garments, penetrations usually
still exist. They are considered as pre-existing when initializing a cloth simulator.
Before the body starts to restore its shape, we run simulation so that the penetrations
are resolved. During the pose/shape restoration, the simulation prevents new collisions
from happening. Therefore, we need a system that handles not only pre-existing but345

also impeding collisions. The work of [10] presents a unified untangling framework
that meets our requirement, so it has been integrated into our pipeline. Assuming
body meshes to be oriented surfaces with face normals pointing to the positive side,
pre-existing body/garment penetrations are resolved by the orientation based scheme.
When the tr-body restores its posture, garment self-collisions could arise, and these350

impeding collisions are handled by the history based scheme in that framework.
The success of untangling pre-existing penetrations largely depends on the geomet-

ric configuration of the intersecting meshes. As noted in [10], the orientation based
untangling has limitations. Our body slenderizing technique (§ 4.4) greatly increases the
chance of success. As r-skel is collision-free with the initial garments and the reposed355

tr-skel is coincide with it, tr-skel is guaranteed to be collision-free with garments. The
tr-body, if slenderized towards tr-skel, has a great chance to become collision-free with
garments. In fact slenderizing is rarely used in our experiments, except for several
extreme cases. Fig. 6 shows that a very fat body in (b), after being deformed towards a
very thin reference body in (a), still suffers self-intersections under the armpit and in the360

groin. When garments are transferred onto this body, solving the body/garment penetra-
tions is not easy. Slenderizing the body by 10% as in (c), the body self-intersection is
alleviated (if not completely eliminated), and penetrations are easily resolved.

6. The Fit Quality

When a fitting process terminates “successfully” (i.e., garments are worn by the365

target body), the fit quality may not be good enough. In real life, if someone works
hard he/she is able to squeeze into a relatively small garment, though this may cause
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Extra slenderizing is needed for a self-colliding body. (a) the reference; (b) the target body after
reposing exhibits self-collisions in the groin; (c) after slenderizing; (d) collision resolved and body restored to
(b). The T-shirt model has 12,186 vertices and the pants model has 8,839 vertices.

uncomfortableness. Instead of labelling a reject or failure at very early time, we prefer
to visualize the fitting quality, and let users to judge whether it is a good fitting or not.
Stress maps are then further built.370

In our garment transfer process, any garment shape variation must obey laws of
dynamics. This differs greatly from those geometric deformation methods [7, 2, 11, 3,
5, 13]. In those methods, faked folds and wrinkles are exerted onto the garment model
to make it appear to be true. For arbitrarily deformed triangular meshes, the strain can
be measured either isotropically [45] or anisotropically [46, 47]. We now go through
the isotropic strain analysis briefly. For a deformed triangle with vertices xi, x j and xk
in 3D space, its deformation gradient is F ∈ R3×2:

F = (x j−xi xk−xi)

(
u j−ui uk−ui
v j− vi vk− vi

)−1

. (7)

When applying singular value decomposition (SVD) on F: F = UΣVT , the column
vectors of U denote the two principal directions, and the two entries, η1 and η2 (with
η1 > η2), in the diagonal matrix Σ are the strain ratios along these directions. η1 is
interpreted as the stretching measurement, and η2 is the compression measurement. To
prevent excessive extension in the simulation, the strain range is set to [−10%,+10%]375

in all the experiments. It is also possible to adopt a range as tight as [−1%,+1%].
For a specific time instant, we render the garment by assigning colors to each triangle

according to the strain ratios, so that a stress map (a.k.a heat map) is built to visualize
the tightness of the fitting. For each pair of η1 and η2, we compare the magnitudes of
their deviations from 1. The larger one defines the strain type of the triangle, and it is380

then rendered in proper color (see Fig. 7). We find enforcing a strain range narrower
than [−10%,+10%] makes it hard to fit the garment onto “overweighed” models (e.g.,
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the strong model). Since we emphasize visual effects instead of rejecting improper
fitting earlier, we gave up such near-inextensible configuration.

7. Results and Discussion385

To evaluate the proposed framework, we use 14 garment models from the Berkeley
Garment Library [45], and dozens of human models from the SCAPE [23], the FAUST
[48] and the TOSCA [49] datasets, as well as other resources. We tried various com-
binations for fitting, i.e. each garment model being transferred to multiple bodies and
each body being dressed by multiple garments. Denoting each putting-on of one suit of390

clothes to a body as one fitting test, we did as many as 151 fitting tests. There are only a
few ‘unsuccessful’ cases, please see the Limitations section. Some models need more
user intervention in order to have the skeleton properly embedded. For most models
in SCAPE and FAUST, our automatically computed joint positions are better than
Pinocchino’s results, and only minor user adjustment is needed. Our computational time395

is also less than Pinocchino. The pose of TOSCA models are more complicated, and
the auto-extracted joints are less satisfactory and more user intervention is needed. Our
embedding results, together with the execution time, are shown in the supplementary
material.

7.1. Results400

Same pose but different bodies.
In Fig. 7 two pieces of clothes, initially worn by the reference model (first row),

are transferred onto three models (a slim body, an standard body and a strong body),
respectively. These three models are created by adjusting parameters of the reference
model. The stress maps visualize the fitness of each case. In virtual try-on systems405

or garment customization systems, target models are usually acquired with a 3D body
scanner, prescribing a symmetric posture (usually T-pose or A-pose) for clients as
shown in Fig. 8. Skeletons are embedded even though small poses adjustment is
needed. For these standard A-poses in Fig. 8, the skeleton embedding in our pipeline
are performed automatically, thus the entire process does not need human interaction.410

The measurements of these bodies are given in Table 2.
Same body but different poses. Transferring garments to different poses of the

same body can be accomplished easily by the proposed pipeline. We select five models
from the SCAPE [23] data set, and garments are transferred from a T-pose reference
to each of them individually, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Note that in Fig. 8 and 9, as well415

as some other examples in the following, tight-fitting long sleeve shirts and pants are
being used on purpose. This is challenging, as it requires precise alignment of the target
body with the reference body. Any imperfectness of the angle of a shoulder joint could
cause arm-sleeve penetrations that cannot be easily solved. As long as the skeleton is
collision-free with the garments, the penetration is solvable.420

Different body and different pose in a loop transferring. As another example,
garments are transferred among multiple bodies of different dimensions and poses,
with one body acting as the reference model for another (Fig. 10). Note the fourth
body was slenderized by 10% in order to ‘wear’ the garments from the (slim) third one,
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Figure 7: Fitting a suit of clothing onto various bodies of the same pose. Stress maps (right column) are
rendered according to the strain/color spectrum.
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Chest Hip Waist Shldr. Arm Leg Neck
Height Girth Girth Girth Width Length Length Girth

1 1700 857 904 795 457 446 755 370
2 1658 911 878 797 451 424 727 350
3 1729 1058 1018 953 527 460 714 508
4 1638 913 924 853 456 451 728 375
5 1713 1014 1055 938 500 455 729 424
6 1685 863 868 790 435 474 790 367
7 1718 1019 987 932 489 413 700 395
8 1704 1015 1011 940 508 453 725 476
9 1690 919 937 844 413 399 721 392

10 1685 866 935 812 434 451 747 403

Table 2: Body dimensions (in millimeter) of the body shape models appearing in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Transferring garments to ten different bodies of the same pose.
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Figure 9: Transferring garments from a T-pose to five different poses of the same body.
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Figure 10: Transferring garments among multiple bodies does not introduce irrecoverable distortions to the
garments.
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so that penetrations can be easily resolved. This loop of transfers does not introduce425

irrecoverable distortions to the garments. There is also no doubt that after a garment
being transferred onto the target model, it can be transferred back to the reference model
and still assumes its initial state.

Same body but different garment sizes. In Fig. 11, T-shirts of five different sizes
are transferred and fit from the reference model (top row) onto the target models (bottom430

row). According to the visual appearance, the fourth one seems to be the best fit.

Figure 11: T-shirts of different sizes are fit onto the same body (the pants are of fixed size). The fourth pair is
the best result.

Motion retargeting. As we have mentioned in § 4.3, the twist compensation is
optional for the purpose of garment fitting. When twist data is available, our swing-twist
strategy initializes the orientation of skeleton joints more precisely in accordance with
the body mesh. This brings an extra benefit that motion retargeting can be much easier435

to carry on. With a low-end motion capture system consisting of only one Microsoft
Kinect 2 sensor, we acquire the bone orientation and extract its twist component while
the performer mimics the pose of the target body. After initializing the starting pose with
this twist data, the subsequently acquired motion data drives the body model without
artifact. As comparison, we tried to animate the same body model without that twist440

component, and the motion exhibits obvious unnaturalness on the orientation of the
hands. See Fig. 12 and the accompanying video. Note that we did not implement a
decent motion retargeting system with foot position constraints, so the feet were not
strictly staying on the floor due to data noise.

7.2. Performance445

All experiments were executed on an Intel Quad Core CPU of 3.30GHz, and the
execution time for certain examples are given in Table 3. It is not surprising that the
most time-consuming part is cloth simulation, which includes collision handling. This
manifests the great efforts made to preserve grading. The simulation are involved in two
stages: (1) with the static tr-body; (2) with the restoring tr-body towards its initial pose.450
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Stage Fig. 4 Fig. 6 Fig. 8 average
1 skel embedding & skin attachment 3.88 / 1.7% 4.58 / 1.7% 4.72 / 1.3%
2 skel alignment & body deformation 0.032 / 0.01% 0.02 / 0.01% 0.01 / 0.003%
3 body slenderizing not needed 0.0001 / 0% not needed
4 simulation w.r.t. static tr-body 132.3 / 43.0% 208.1 / 76.8% 312.7 / 85.9%
5 simulation w.r.t. restoring tr-body 171.2 / 55.7% 58.1 / 21.5% 46.5 / 12.8%

Table 3: Timings (in second) and percentages for each stage of three examples.

We use a dynamics solver adapted from ArcSim [45], as the stretching can be easily
evaluated with it. A constitutive law based dynamics solver usually has higher cost than
quasi-static solvers, but offers high quality results. The built-in collision resolver of
ArcSim has been replaced with the untangling resolver of [10] for initial penetrations, as
well as for impending body/cloth and cloth/cloth collisions during the body restoration.455

High resolution meshes are used for offline simulation. In Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 each
pair of garment meshes have close to 20K vertices, and each body mesh has 8∼10K
vertices. For Fig. 4 example, Stage 5 consumes more time than Stage 4 as the restoring
the pose requires certain amount of simulation duration. While in both Fig. 6 and Fig. 8,
the poses between the reference and the target is so close so restoring duration is relative460

short and the timing in Stage 5 is not so high. Please note that as a tight fitting long
sleeve shirt is used in Fig. 8, resolving collisions in Stage 4 is a non-trivial job thus the
timing is higher than the other two cases.

We also explored the possibility of realtime simulation. Although embedding a
skeleton and attaching a skin takes a while, and may involve user interaction, but this465

can be considered as pre-processing. Once the body is rigged, the skeleton-driven
deformation, which is in essence the LBS algorithm, runs in realtime. The bottleneck
is how to speed up the cloth simulation. We did two attempts: down-sampling cloth
meshes to under 2K vertices and turning off self-collision detection. Then we are able to
run the simulation at an interactive rate of about 10∼15 FPS. When used with a Kinect470

motion capture system with a refresh rate of 30 FPS, the human cannot move too fast.

Figure 12: Animating a target body model with captured motion data, without (left) or with (right) twist
compensation. Note the garments simulation and rendering were done offline instead of real-time.
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As a quasi-static solver (either position based dynamics [27] or a projective dynamics
[29]) usually run faster than a constitutive law based solver, it is more suitable for a
realtime system. We would like to do a test drive in the future.

7.3. Comparisons475

Against skinning based methods. Our approach differs from existing garment
transfer pipelines mainly in its independence of the skinning-like technique. Moreover,
for those methods to achieve the goal of grade preservation, an extra physical simulation
process is to be added after the skinning. Even so, skinning still causes two major
problems: garment self-collision and excessive plastic deformation. Among them we480

pick up the system of [5] to compare with, as it acknowledges pose differences in
input. As seen from Fig. 13, the dramatic pose change brings the skinned garment into
a severely entangled state. This is a disaster, as untangling such invalid state is not
easy. In addition to self-collisions issues, as a purely geometric method, skinning can
also over-stretch or over-compress some parts of a garment mesh. We started physical485

simulation with the deformed garment meshes given by [5], trying to bring them back to
their respective rest state. Yet we have witnessed excessive oscillations, and divergence
or slow convergence of collision resolution. This is not hard to explain. When physical
simulation starts with a mesh configuration that is severely distorted away from its rest
state, high potential energy is held in this system. Potential turns into kinematic energy490

during simulation, increasing node velocities. High velocities lead to oscillations, as
well as increased number of collision events within one time-step. Decreasing the elastic
stiffness will decrease the initial potential energy, but will result in stretchy meshes.
The work of [1], though aiming at size preservation, also faces the same situation
because of the use of skinning. In their system a low stiffness leads to a strain range495

as wide as [−40%,+40%], contradicting their goal. One of their experiments showed
that garments well fitted for a body of 155cm high were easily transferred to a body of
189cm high, an increment of 22%. As real textile seldom deforms more than 10%, their
system is hard to be considered as size preserving.

Against non-rigid registrations. In choosing a solution for body deformation, we500

have also considered other possibilities in addition to the skeleton-driven method. A
competitive candidate is the non-rigid registration technique, in which the two key
issues are correspondences building between two meshes and smooth paths creation for
correspondence pairs. It is also desired that local geometric features of human body
are preserved so that all intermediate shapes are human-like. We tried the as-rigid-505

as-possible (ARAP) deformation technique [50], and deformed a short body towards
a tall one (see Fig. 13). To simplify our work, we use a pair of meshes with same
connectivity topology, i.e., same number of vertices and faces. We first used 18 pairs of
points near joints as correspondences, computed by the same technique as described
in § 4.1. As specifying proper paths usually needs user interaction, simple linear510

interpolation is used here. Increasing the correspondence pairs to 28 yields a better
result. As this technique propagates deformation globally, meticulous correspondence
setup is needed for precise control of dimensions of each individual body segment. For
example, the heads in Fig. 13(c) and (d) are both elongated, while in (e) the size of
the head is preserved. Another non-rigid registration method, given in [24], has less515

distortion and does not need to specify paths. Yet it is more complex and definitely has
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higher computational cost than the ARAP method and the skeleton based method. The
natural support for motion captured data is another reason for us to favor the skeleton
based method. Moreover, our extension to the popular LBS algorithm is quite easy to
implement, which is more advantageous than other skeleton based methods (e.g., [4])520

used for garment transferring.

(a) self-collisions caused by skinning (b) The reference and target (c) ARAP,18 pairs (d) ARAP,28 pairs (e) skeleton-driven

Figure 13: (a) With a skinning-like technique, body reposing leads to severe garment self-collisions. (b) The
reference body (180cm) and the target body (160cm). (c)(d) Deformation results by ARAP, with 18 and 28
pairs of correspondences, respectively. (e) Deformation result by our skeleton-driven method.

On the body deformation. Although in our implementation the deformation is
from t-body to r-body, it can also go in reverse direction. We can let r-body deform, with
garments being simulated along, until it matches the shape of t-body. Then garments are
rigidly relocated onto t-body, followed by the second round of simulation which resolves525

body/garment penetrations. We believe the two different ways give equivalent results.
In deciding which deformation direction to choose, two factors can be considered. First,
the pose should be more friendly for resolving the pre-existing body/garment penetration.
For the example of Fig. 2, the T-pose of the reference model is better than the pose of
the target model. Second, if two body meshes are of dramatically different resolutions,530

the simulation efficiency differs. As cloth simulation runs along the duration of body
deformation, deforming a low resolution mesh will save time for collision handing.

7.4. Limitations

The proposed pipeline is a combination of a number of techniques, so each compo-
nent has influence on the overall performance. If a certain stage is not perfectly finished,535

burdens will be added to the following stages. The first stage, skeleton embedding, thus
is very important for precise alignment of the target body with the reference body. Partic-
ularly, any imperfectness of the angle of a shoulder joint could cause severe arm-sleeve
penetrations that cannot be easily solved. For some bodies with complex poses, our
automatic joint extraction algorithm is not robust enough to track geodesic isolines, so540

user interaction becomes indispensable. Once a skeleton has be embedded, computing
skin attachment with the technique given in [39] usually works smoothly. But there
are exceptions. We have encountered a character with crossing arms in front of the
chest (shown in the supplementary material), and skin weights are computed incorrectly.
When a body undertakes reposing or reshaping, there could be self-intersections and545
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it will force garments to be pinched. Although the framework of [10] handles certain
simple pinching configurations, it also fails on some other cases, including the one
shown in Fig. 14. A more robust collision resolver for pinching is definitely on our
to-do list. For now we can take shortcuts within the current pipeline: slenderizing
the body before reposing, so that there is no self-intersections during reposing, and550

de-slenderizing it at the final pose.

(a) Frame #90 (b) Frame #150

Figure 14: A swinging arm cuts into the body and causes self-intersections, pinching the pants. The penetration
can not be resolved even after the arm moves out of the body.

8. Conclusion

We have presented a framework on the non-trivial problem of robustly mapping
clothing from one human pose to another, without altering its grading size. Experiments
show that it handles target models with somewhat complex postures. Our work also555

provides a solution to another non-trivial problem: initializing a physical simulation
with a penetration-free status [51]. The swing-twist algorithm designed for skeleton
alignment is also a powerful tool for motion retargeting.
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